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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, 
but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: 
for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that 
sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk 
circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days are 
evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of 
guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against 
surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant 
of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I 
hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  

 
UPDATE: FCC PLAN TO POLICE NEWSROOMS...  
By Ajit Pai--Feb. 10, 2014 
News organizations often disagree about what Americans need to know. The American people, 
for their part, disagree about what they want to watch. But everyone should agree on this: The 
government has no place pressuring media organizations into covering certain stories.  
Unfortunately, the Federal Communications Commission, where I am a commissioner, does not 
agree. Last May the FCC proposed an initiative to thrust the federal government into 
newsrooms across the country. With its "Multi-Market Study of Critical Information Needs," or 
CIN, the agency plans to send researchers to grill reporters, editors and station owners about 
how they decide which stories to run. A field test in Columbia, S.C., is scheduled to begin this 
spring.  
The purpose of the CIN, according to the FCC, is to ferret out information from television 
and radio broadcasters about "the process by which stories are selected" and how often 
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stations cover "critical information needs," along with "perceived station bias" and 
"perceived responsiveness to underserved populations." 
How does the FCC plan to dig up all that information? First, the agency selected eight 
categories of "critical information" such as the "environment" and "economic opportunities," that 
it believes local newscasters should cover. It plans to ask station managers, news directors, 
journalists, television anchors and on-air reporters to tell the government about their "news 
philosophy" and how the station ensures that the community gets critical information. 
The FCC also wants to wade into office politics. One question for reporters is: "Have you ever 
suggested coverage of what you consider a story with critical information for your customers, 
that was rejected by management?" Follow-up questions ask for specifics about how 
editorial discretion is exercised, as well as the reasoning behind the decisions. 
What on earth is the FCC thinking? The last thing we need is the government messing around 
with news content. 
The title of this Big Brother-ish effort by the Federal Communications Commission sounds 
innocuous enough: “Multi-Market Study of Critical Information Needs.” But it’s a Trojan horse 
that puts federal officials in the newsroom, precisely where they shouldn’t be. 
Keep in mind that the commission has the power to renew or reject broadcast television 
licenses. During Watergate, Richard Nixon’s FCC challenged two TV licenses of stations 
owned by the Washington Post. So mere information gathering can become a little more 
serious, given that enormous clout. 
KURTZ: KEEP NOSE OUT! 

 
FCC backs off newsroom study 
By HADAS GOLD | 2/21/14--The Federal Communications Commission will amend a 
proposed study of newsrooms in South Carolina after outcry over what some called 
"invasive questions," the commission's chairman said Friday. 
Now, FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler said questions about news philosophy and editorial 
judgment will be removed from the survey and media owners and reporters will no longer 
be questioned. 
The uproar caught on fire after one of the Republican commissioners, Ajit Pai, penned an 
op-ed in the Wall Street Journal last week blasting the survey and saying the government 
had no place in newsrooms.  
FCC spokeswoman Shannon Gilson said Friday in a statement, adding that a revised 
study will be released within the next few weeks. Additionally, she said media owners 
and journalists will no longer be asked to participate in the pilot study. 
(Also on POLITICO: The changed politics of late-night TV) 
"Any subsequent market studies conducted by the FCC, if determined necessary, will not 
seek participation from or include questions for media owners, news directors or 
reporters," she said.  

 
Jimmy Fallon, Democrat Political Asset...  
The Obama’s have had few more flagrant media allies than NBC's Jimmy Fallon. Now that he's 

taking over the "The Tonight Show," Fallon's proven 
ability to spread his reach into viral videos on 
YouTube promises to become even more politically 
potent. 
Fallon's Obama-friendly sketches and interviews have 
become immediate "news" grist for the Comcast corps 
at NBC and MSNBC. The same sensation happens 
when Fallon is ripping into a Republican. 
The NBC press agents are trying to paper over 
Fallon's political tilt. A Parade Magazine profile on 
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Feb. 16 oozed that Fallon "persuaded Brad Pitt to yodel, President Obama to 'slow jam 
the news,' and Tom Cruise to crack raw eggs on his head. 
In Obama’s song he trotted out campaign attacks against Republicans, accusing them of 
raising interest rates on students to keep taxes low for billionaires. 
Fallon ended this spectacle later by stating the ridiculous: "We don't take sides politically 
on this show." It's worse than that. Obama invited himself. Fallon excitedly described on 
"Today" afterward how "the White House called us" about doing the skit. Matt Lauer 
asked: "He booked himself on your show?" Fallon gushed: "The president booked 
himself." 
Try to imagine a conservative Republican attempting to pull this off. 

 
DC SAFE ZONE ON NEW 'TONIGHT SHOW'  
The curtain rose this week on a new era of late-night TV — altering the terrain for 
politicians who frequent the shows and complicating life for Republicans, who have lost 
their most comfortable seat in front of the camera. 
“The whole landscape’s about to change,” Arsenio Hall, the recently reincarnated late-night 
host, said in an interview. “Jay [Leno] going home is going to change it for a lot of people.” 
Jimmy Fallon replaced Leno — who was seen as the one late-night host with a welcome mat 
out for the GOP. Unlike Leno you won’t be hearing any heavy-hitting political jokes against 
Obama or probably any democrat for that matter. Comment: Which was the precise reason 
why Leno was axed.  This is all about implementing total big brother censorship and 
control over every facet of the media. 
True to form and to get this Orwellian ball rolling, Fallon had first lady Michelle Obama on 
Thursday — they have a “chemistry” between them — after launching his new show on 
Monday.  
Michelle and Fallon’s preplanned propaganda foray into politics was a pitch about Obamacare’s 
provision that allows children to stay on their parent’s health insurance until age 26, with a quick 
quip from Fallon about the problem-plagued HealthCare.gov finally working. 
“(The website is) working now. It’s so much better when it’s working,” Fallon said. 

"The LORD is merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and plenteous in mercy. He will not 
always chide: neither will he keep his anger for ever. He hath not dealt with us after our 
sins; nor rewarded us according to our iniquities. For as the heaven is high above the 
earth, so great is his mercy toward them that fear him. As far as the east is from the west, 
so far hath he removed our transgressions from us. Like as a father pitieth his children, 
so the LORD pitieth them that fear him . . . But the mercy of the LORD is from everlasting 
to everlasting upon them that fear him…." Psalms 103:8-13, 17, KJV 
"It is of the LORD'S mercies that we are not consumed, because his compassions fail 
not. They are new every morning: great is thy faithfulness." Lamentations 3:22-23, KJV 
"Blessed be God, even the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of mercies, and 
the God of all comfort; Who comforteth us in all our tribulation, that we may be able to 
comfort them which are in any trouble, by the comfort wherewith we ourselves are 
comforted of God." 2 Corinthians 1:3-4, KJV 

 
YOU Have Been Targeted for Internment & Resettlement 
February 22, 2014 - Dave Hodges The Common Sense Show 
This is not just another FEMA camp article which can be easily debunked. This article deals with 
the fact that a recent government manual (leaked to the public) details the plans for mass 
arresting dissident Americans and stripping them of their citizenship so as to be able to violate 
the Constitution and the Geneva Convention for the treatment of prisoners. 
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The previously mentioned document which has been 
leaked online, is entitled FM 3-39.40 Internment and 
Resettlement Operations (PDF). The document was 
originally to be kept secret, but everyone in the military 
command structure, is not on board with the 
encroaching tyranny sweeping across this country. 
There are two terms which should concern you, 
namely, Internment and Resettlement (I/R). As if this 
needs any further elaboration, the two terms simply 
mean that you could be snatched from your home sent 
to a detention camp for an undetermined period of 
time and treated in a manner which will not be defined 
by any law. 

There exists solid evidence that illegitimate government, hijacked by the banksters, (Comment: 
More on this later) possesses a detailed plan to mass arrest Americans and it has moved from 
the pages of government documents and it is actually being practiced by authorities on 
American soil. 
Jesse Hathaway wrote for MediaTrackers in which he said that a recent Ohio State National 
Guard exercise “reveal the details of a mock disaster where Second Amendment 
supporters with ‘anti-government’ opinions were portrayed as domestic 
terrorists.” Hathaway’s article went on to say that the “Ohio National Guard 
Communications Director James Sims II, MediaTrackers claims, told the website that it 
was “not relevant” as to why conservatives may feel targeted by being portrayed as anti-
government extremists”. “Okay, I’m gonna stop ya there. I’m going to quit this 
conversation,”. 
Then there is the ’fake” $96 million dollar Northern Virginia mock city which is being used 
to train the military to enforce martial Law. Of course, the government says that this is a 
foreign town being used to train of occupation of foreign towns. If this is true, then 
someone needs to explain why the town has a Christian church, handicap parking spots, 
Washington DC subway logos, loading zone signs and road signs in English. A picture is worth 
a thousand words as you will see in the following video. 
U.S. Military Trains for War on 2nd Amendment 
Watch: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nue_tM9hqXw  
In the Words of the Government, straight from the Internment/Resettlement document 
(12th of February 2010 FM 3-39.40 1-5) it states the following: 
“…I/R operations may place Soldiers in continuous contact with or near insurgents, terrorists, or 
criminals who will exploit every opportunity to escape and kill or injure U.S. personnel or 
multinational partners“. 
Whether you believe there are Russian troops training on our soil (along with other UN 
“Peacekeeping” troops) is an irrelevant argument at this point. The above excerpt makes 
it clear regarding the INTENT to use “multinational partners” to round up and detain 
American citizens. 
The following is a list of involved agencies involved in the soon-to-be roundups of American 
citizens who are not drinking from globalist Kool-Aid. 
1-40. External involvement in I/R missions is a fact of life for military police organizations. 
Some government and government-sponsored entities that may be involved in I/R 
missions include: 
International agencies 
The U.N. 
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). 
International Organization of Migration. 
Local U.S. embassy. 
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Department of Homeland Security. 
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). 
Federal Emergency Management Agency. 
There can be no doubt as to the meaning of the above quote from the manual. This government 
plans to enlist the aid of foreign troops in conjunction with the UN, DHS and FEMA for the 
purpose of rounding up and detaining American civilians. 
I have previously been told my military sources that when families are transported to the I/R 
camps, husbands will be segregated from wives and children from parents. 
“Detainees may also be segregated by ethnic and family groups and further segregated 
to protect vulnerable individuals. Additionally, detainees may be categorized by behavior 
(cooperative, neutral, or combative) to accurately resource guards and facilities”. 
Juveniles within the I/R population are typically segregated from the general 
population. (See DODD 3115.09.) 
Most of us who are detained in these I/R camps will be classified as enemy combatants. The 
following reads like the MIAC Report on steroids. 
“Enemy Combatants 
1-15. An enemy combatant is, in general, a person engaged in hostilities against the United 
States or its coalition partners during an armed conflict. (JP 3-63) Enemy combatants 
includes Enemy Prisoners of War and members of armed groups. 
1-16. Enemy combatants are divided as follows: 
An enemy prisoner of war is a detained person who, while engaged in combat under orders of 
his or her government, was captured by the armed forces of the enemy. 
The member of an armed group is a person who engages in or supports acts against the United 
States or its multinational partners in violation of the laws and customs of war during a named 
conflict, that do not meet the criteria of a prisoner of war as defined within the Geneva 
Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War” 
The last sentence is frightening. It says that anyone who supports acts against the United 
States or its foreign mercenaries, is not entitled to humane treatment under the Geneva 
Convention. An offense against the US government could include the failure to turn in 
your guns or anyone who does not totally submit to this tyrannny. This also opens the 
door to torture and summary extermination as you will not likely have any rights. For 
those who think this is an exaggeration, ask yourself what does “do not meet the criteria 
defined within the Geneva Convention relative to the treatment of prisoners of war”, 
actually mean? 
We already know that the present administration holds the US Constitution in complete disdain 
and utter contempt. Do you remember the domestic terrorist designations which are contained 
in the MIAC Report?  These would include Libertarians, Constitutionalists, a former Ron 
Paul supporter, a Bible believing Christian, a Second Amendment supporter and a 
veteran. If you belong to any of these groups, you are considered a domestic terrorist, an 
enemy combatant, a sovereign citizen (more on this below) and a stateless person. 
The following definition of an “evacuee” should concern all Americans. The definition of the term 
indicates the right of the military to remove a citizen from their home. 
“Evacuee: An evacuee is a civilian removed from a place of residence by military direction for 
reasons of personal security or the requirements of the military situation.” (JP 3-57) 
Do you remember when the globalists began to use the term “sovereign citizen”? This term was 
applied by DHS to Americans who claimed that they followed the Constitution, but not the 
“legitimate” governmental authority. The first time that I saw the term utilized by the 
government was in the Stacy Lynne case in which this anti-Agenda 21 activist had her 
son stolen by a NWO Judge, Julie Kunce Field, without so much as an allegation of 
parental wrong doing. This former World Bank and IMF consultant, turned judge, referred to 
Stacy as a “sovereign citizen”. As a result, Stacy was not allowed to call witnesses or 
object to the illegal practices she was subjected to while in Fields’ courtroom on the 
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basis of any of the “constitutional violations” of law. This is because Field labeled Stacy 
as a noncitizen, a stateless person. The following defines a sovereign citizen as a 
stateless person. 
Stateless Person: A stateless person is a civilian who has been denationalized or whose 
country of origin cannot be determined or who cannot establish a right to the nationality claimed. 
If one is a stateless person, they are, by default, an enemy combatant. I have been 
assisting Stacy Lynne, for 26 months. Stacy has not been able to see her son in almost a year 
and a half. I always wondered what kind of chicken outfit could steal someone’s child without 
cause. When I read this I/R manual, my eyes were opened and chills went up and down my 
spine. What was done to Stacy was accomplished because she was an anti-Agenda 21 
advocate. And through the complicity of this globalist judge, Stacy was declared to not 
be a citizen and, as such, was not entitled to any Constitutional protections because a 
“sovereign citizen” is in effect a stateless person. 
When martial law comes to our land, we could be snatched from our homes because of 
our collective verbal and behavioral resistance to the tyranny that is sweeping our land. 
We then could be met by the likes of the self-appointed authority that globalist judges 
like Julie Kunce Field, who will use her unconstitutional powers to declare a wide swath 
of Americans to be stateless, or sovereign citizens. 
Conclusion 
So to spell it out for you, all of us are potentially Stacy Lynne. The NDAA is designed for you 
and for me. By virtue of the fact that you have visited this website, or a website that linked 
into this website, your every keystroke has been cataloged by the NSA and you and your 
family most likely have already been declared to be non-citizens and targeted for forced 
Internment/Resettlement. 
In the eyes of this criminal administration, we are all enemy combatants. We are all 
“sovereign citizens”. We are all stateless people not protected by either the Constitution, 
in the pre-arrest period, or by the Geneva Convention, in the post-arrest period. In the 
next part of this series, I will spell out what losing your Geneva Convention rights will mean to 
you and your family. 
You will never stand before a judge and jury and have your freedom stripped from you. 
You will likely be taken from your home at 3AM, loaded into a transport vehicle with other 
designated sovereign citizens with only the clothes on your back, and shipped to your 
final designated I/R camp. 
The next part of this series will expose more details on the upcoming mass incarcerations and 
what the dead banksters and fired generals have to do with all of this. 
http://thecommonsenseshow.com/2014/02/22/you-have-been-targeted-for-internment-
resettlement/   
JOHN 14:27:  "Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you: not as the world giveth, 
give I unto you. Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid."  
Psalm 57:1  "Be merciful unto me, O God, be merciful unto me: for my soul trusteth in 
thee: yea, in the shadow of thy wings will I make my refuge, until these calamities be 
overpast."  
Luke 21:34-36:  "And take heed to yourselves, lest at any time your hearts be 
overcharged with surfeiting, and drunkenness, and cares of this life, and so that day 
come upon you unawares. For as a snare shall it come on all them that dwell on the face 
of the whole earth. Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted 
worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of 
man."  
Revelation 12:11:  "And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of 
their testimony; and they loved not their lives unto the death.  
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Revelation 2:7:  "He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches; 
To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of life, which is in the midst of the 
paradise of God."     
2 Timothy 1:7  For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and 
of a sound mind. 
Eph 6:10 ¶ Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might.   
Eph 6:11   Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles 
of the devil.   
Eph 6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against 
powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in 
high places.  

 
Dead Banksters ‘Harbinger To The Economic Collapse’ – “V” The Guerrilla Economist 
(Video)  
Coast to Coast AM on their February 20, 2014 show interviews “V” The Guerrilla 
Economist who explains the ins and outs of what we have been seeing with global 
economics & the trifecta of issues he believes is behind the series of bankers deaths 
where the list continues to grow. 
Listen from 10:23-37:38: http://youtu.be/0R-VsGNe10E  

 
China Drops Bombshell On US – Bankers Deaths, Bank Runs, Financial Bigwigs Running 
Scared – It Is All Connected! 
Fabian4Liberty breaks the news that China has started dumping the US dollar and says if 
you look around and all the heavy hitters in the financial world they are all saying “the 
time has come,” for the dollar to cease to be the world’s sole currency. 
The Chinese has dumped almost $50 billion of US treasuries, the Japanese have dumped 
about $4 billion. See: http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2014-02... What Fabian points out 
is that China is sitting on a record amount of surplus but are not buying US debt with it 
as they have always have. 
The dollar is being phased out. 
Add to that the slew of bankers’ deaths, the high level financial workers who have told 
Fabian they were leaving the country because it is better for their families and better for 
“their personal safety,” the bank runs in multiple countries and riots in others, and we 
see it is all coming to a head. 
Listen at: http://youtu.be/457YkZ29QQA  

 
Obama Preparing For US Civil War 
Dave from X22Report explains how we are on the ‘precipice’ of total economic collapse 
and we should be prepared for another false flag so the “pending” bills left alive in the 
US Senate to strip the veterans of their guns, can be implemented. 
The reason, he explains, is because the veterans, those trained in warfare, how to fight, 
how to lead, would be the first line of defense for our country’s populace to protect them 
from a tyrannical government imposing martial law on it’s people. 
Our veterans would be the best prepared to lead a revolution, a civil war to remove a 
government out of control, so they must be disarmed. Already the VA is making 
decisions to prevent the lawful ownership of weapons by veterans, without a hearing, 
without any legal legs to stand on and the veteran’s only recourse is an “appeal.” 
Via the X22Report website: 
Another major Shooting Event or some other event will happen in the future that will 
outrage the American people to push the people to ask, beg for gun control. 
Listen from 1:40-14:40: http://youtu.be/mlm7bz5JuH0  
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